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NRO Savings AccountNRE Savings Account

Transfer to bank Account
( Repayment Details Mandatory)

NRO Savings AccountNRE Savings Account

Quarterly 
Interest Payout

#Monthly interest will be paid to customer's NRE/NRO account with Fincare SFB. Refer page 7 for Minimum & Maximum amount details.

Quarterly & Monthly interest payout will be paid to the above account. For monthly interest payout, Fincare NRE/NRO account details to be filled.

Monthly 
Interest Payout#







Minimum Deposit Amount for NRE & NRO fixed deposits is  ₹5,000 for Reinvestment & Quarterly 
Interest payout &  ₹ 50,000 for Monthly Interest Payout. Deposits above minimum shall be in multiples of 
100. 
Maximum Deposit Amount for NRE Fixed Deposits is ₹10,00,00,000 & for NRO Fixed Deposits is 
Less than ₹2 Crore.
Renewal of Term Deposits: I/We understand that renewal option would be available for Term 
Deposit Accounts. The two renewal options available will be as follows: 1. Renew entire maturity amount 
(principal + interest) for the same period or longer, 2. Renew principal only for same period or longer. 
Further details with respec to the different Term Deposit types is mentioned as below:
NRE & NRO Fixed Deposits: These Term Deposits may be opened with auto renewal instruction 
with respect to the deposit. In case of auto renewal, the entire maturity amount, subject to TDS  (In case of 
NRO Deposits), if any, shall be renewed from the maturity date for a period equal to the original tenure at 
the interest rate prevalent on the date of renewal. On maturity if no action is taken by the customer, the term 
deposit will be treated as overdue and the interest for the overdue period shall be paid at the prevailing 
saving account rates. However if renewal request is received within 30 days of maturity, the Term Deposit 
shall be renewed with effect from the actual date of maturity with the prevailing interest rate application on 
the actual date of maturity.
Also, premature renewal of NRE & NRO Fixed Deposits is allowed on request from the depositor, provided 
the duration of the renewed deposit is longer than the remaining duration in the existing deposit. No penalty 
is applicable on such requests.
Premature & Partial Withdrawal/Liquidation: In the event of death of the depositor, 
pre-mature liquidation of the term deposits will be allowed. Such pre-mature liquidation will not attract any 
penalty charges.  In the event of death of 1 joint holder, the right to deposit proceeds does not automatically 
devolve on the surviving joint deposit account holder. Unless there is survivorship clause. I/we agree that 
in case of joint fixed deposit with survivorship clause the bank shall be discharged by paying the fixed 
deposit proceeds prematurely to survivor’s, on request, in the event of death of one or more joint 
depositors.

Premature withdrawal of  NRE & NRO Fixed Deposits: I/We understand that in case of 
premature or partial withdrawal the interest rate applicable will be the rate of actual run period reduced by 
the penal rate. The penal interest rate fro premature closure of NRE & NRO Fixed Deposits, including 
partial colosure shall be calculated as: retail interest rate for actual period less contracted interest rate for 
original period, if retail interest rate for actual period is higher than contracted interest of original period and 
further, 1%. In the case of minor's deposit, premature withdrawal may be permitted provided the natural 
guardian gives as written declaration saying that these funds are ugently needed for the benefit of the 
minor.
Liquidation of Fixed Deposits: In case of Liquidation of NRE Deposits within 1 Year & NRO 
Deposits within 7 days no interest will be paid. The minimum tenure for earning the term deposit interest is 
1 year for NRE Deposits and 7 days for NRO Fixed Deposits.

Notice for Renewal: Customers who wish to renew existing FD's, may do so by placing the request 
before noon on one working day prior to the date of renewal. A working day comprises all day except bank 
holidays, Saturday, Sunday and any day when the market or treasury operations are closed.

Notice for Premature Withdrawal: Customer who wish to avail the premature withdrawal option, 
may do so by placing the request before noon one working day prior to the date of withdrawal. A working 
day comprises all day except bank holidays, Saturday, Sunday and any day when the market or treasury 
operations are closed.
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